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Basandose en una hermosa leyenda irlandesa y utilizando los elementos comunes a los
cuentos de hadas - malvada madrastra con poderes maleficos, jovenes principes
transformados en cisnes, mision aparentemente imposible realizada con l. a. ayuda de los
animales -, Sheila MacGill-Gallahan nos cuenta una historia bellisima y diferente, que ha sido
ilustrada por uno de los grandes ilustradores de nuestro tiempo, el ruso Genady Spirin.
If one isn't really acquainted with the conventional Irish myth/legend of the youngsters of Lir,
one may be able to get pleasure from Sheila MacGill-Callahan's free and masses altered
retelling with no reservations. either the narrative and the illustrations are charming, evocative of
love, jealousy, sadness, experience (combined with a typical, yet really shrewdpermanent
happily-ever-after fairytale ending). However, even though legends and myths do endure many
changes, an writer should still basically point out no matter if his/her retelling, his/her model of a
folktale, a legend is a thorough departure from recognized and authorised versions. And in my
opinion, with the kids Of Lir, Sheila MacGill-Callahan has did not do this. Yes, she does point
out in a slightly rambling author's word that her remodeling of the destiny of the youngsters of
Lir is loosely in accordance with an Irish myth. yet her model of the tale (with the satisfied
ending, the deus ex machina of the rescuing whale, the several Los Hijos de Lir spelling of
Aoife's identify etc.) is so essentially diverse from conventional Irish lore that it truly is now not
easily a retelling, yet a nearly thoroughly unique story, one who makes use of the characters of
the unique story (and in spite of those characters, there are changes), and the overall
inspiration of the kids of Lir being became swans via a jealous stepmother, yet no longer a lot
else. Also, because the destiny of the youngsters of Lir is taken into account probably the most
sorrowful and poignant stories of Irish folklore, of Irish storytelling (their curse of getting to reside
900 years as swans, their ultimate liberate through a Christian monk, their rapid loss of life from
previous age upon unlock from stated curse), Sheila MacGill-Callahan's version, with its
fairytale-like chuffed ending, turns out nearly somewhat an affront to Irish tradition and
tradition.As a story in Los Hijos de Lir Los Hijos de Lir and of itself, the tale is beautiful and
relatively moving, and the illustrations are actually wonderful, stylish, artistic, expressive. but the
young children Of Lir turns out to have advanced into extra of a critical (continental) eu fairy
tale; it now not appears to be like because the powerfully poignant, sorrowful story of Irish
(Celtic) legend it initially used to be intended to be. i'd nonetheless suggest the kids Of Lir to
kids who take pleasure in fairytales and folktales (older children, as there's an excessive
amount of text), yet with an important caveat that this retelling of Los Hijos de Lir the destiny of
the youngsters of Lir is to be approached extra as a stylised "Kunstmärchen" refurbishing of the
Irish original. and a part stars, if part stars have been possible, rounded as much as a very, very
Los Hijos de Lir low 3 celebrity rating, as the narrative and the illustrations are enchanting, my
issues of authenticity notwithstanding.
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